Tuesday 16th June- English: Reading

Hotel Chill is a unique place to stay- unique in both design and in time, because it is
different every single year! We rebuild our hotel every winter, so it is never quite the same.

A frozen palace
In Hotel Chill, the sparkling chandeliers are made out of ice, all the furniture is beautifully
crafted out of ice and even the glasses you drink from will be made out of ice. Yet do not fear
the cold! Enter into the chilly and majestic beautify of Hotel Chill and you will be given a royal
welcome full of Scandanvian warmth. The glittering bedrooms have ice walls that, like every wall in the
hotel, are one metre thick to keep out the Arctic winds. Wrapped in high-tech, lightweight cosy bedding,
you will sleep snug after adventures out on the sleds with the huskies or an evening watching
the mysterious northern lights.

A paradise for the Ice Queen
This is the real winter wonderland. Two hundred metres north of the Arctic Circle, the unspoilt
wilderness and frozen lakes will take away your breath and your worries.
To crown the whole experience, your stay can include:
 Dog-sledding with our gorgeous huskies
 Snowmobile tours across the wild and wonderful snowy landscapes
 Ice-sculpting workshops with our talented hotel artists

Watching the magical dance of aurora borealis in our northern skies.
Glossary
Arctic Circle: the line on a map that marks
where the Arctic begins.
Aurora borealis: (See northern lights)
Chandelier: a decorative light fitting
Huskies: husky dogs; strong dogs with
thick fur
Majestic: royal

Northern lights: a natural light display in
northern skies; also called the aurora borealis
Scandinavian: from Scandinavia, a region with
northern Europe containing Norway, Sweden,
Denmark, Finland and Iceland
Wilderness: a wild landscape

1. Tick the main idea in the description of Hotel Chill
o The history of the construction.
o The safety features of the construction.
o Who lives in the construction.
o The way the construction looks and feels.
2. Underline the words in the text that made you choose that answer.
3. What is the main building material used to build Hotel Chill?

4. Why do they rebuild Hotel Chill every year?
5. What two things about Hotel Chill are not cold?

6. Match the words and phrases from the text that have the same or a similar meaning.
Northern lights

different every single year

Unique

snug

Sparkling

aurora borealis

Cosy

magical

Mysterious

glittering

7. Underline any language in the text that has a link to royalty.
___________________________________________________________________________
8. Why do you think the advert uses language like this?
___________________________________________________________________________
9. What do you think it means to ‘crown the whole experience’?
___________________________________________________________________________

